Skyweaver Air Chair Assembly Instructions
To ensure maximum product life, fasten your Skyweaver Air Chair to a solid overhead
structure that can support the maximum load safely. (250kg/ 550lbs). The Skyweaver
Double can accommodate two people. The Single Skyweaver is designed for single
occupancy. To reduce weathering, set up in a shaded area. Cover when not in use, and
during winter months move indoors.

1. Remove the Skyweaver Air Chair from the box and place it flat on the ground.
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2. The long curved sections are the arms,
and the thick straight solid section is
the overhead support. Slide the
rounded end of the arms all the way
down the rope to the bottom of the
chair.
3. The open ends of the arms should be
at the top of the chair (with the long
ropes, balls and logo). The arms should
be positioned underneath the solid
support. The 12mm ropes slide into
the slats on both arms. The knot in the
rope should be underneath the arm.
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4. Tie the rope or chain that you wish to hang the chair from in the stainless steel
ring. A carabineer or snap hook is recommended, but not required. (not
included) Lift the chair from the ring and pull the chair to the desired height.
Fasten the Sunbrella cushion in the desired position.

Adjust the Sitting Position
Chair Position – Sit with your feet flat on the ground, as you would any regular chair.
This position you will want to move the cushion lower to your head level.
Lounge Position – Raise your feet so they are resting on the bottom spreader bar of the
chair. Raise your arms, and grab the thick ropes. Pull the ropes, while at the same time
extending your legs. This will shift your body up, and back into the lounge position.
Reclined Position – Reach above and grab the thick ropes behind the knots and
galvanized rope thimbles. Pull hard down each side one at a time, until the rope slides
through the rope thimble and stops at the front stop knot. This will recline the chair. To
return to the lounge position pull the front ropes down and lean forward until the rope
slides to the rear stop knot.
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